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.. ~~!. attacked; security. prOCedure review -urged 
An attack on a student in the It was not generally known Hugo Martines, associate to do this, despite the availability cording to Lauter, the school 
is attempting to eliminate phones 
from around campus . 
basement of Main Hall, the ~ti~ after this attack that a professor of Spanish and Main of study space in the library . 
se~ond such at.tack this year, has simt_lar. attack had taken place ~all coordinator, emphasized the With this easy access to the 
. raised questions on security earlier m the year. During finals importance of Lauter's recom- building, Lauter said, someone 
procedures both for ,Main Hall week last term a student was mendation. He said that who wanted to hide would have no 
and around the campus. attacked on the stairs leading problems such as the attacks real problem doing so . 
On Sunday 8 February, -about - from the basement to the first come in part "from not heeding 
9:45 pm, Nancy Gazzola, floor of Main Hall. She, too , that warning ." . 
Lawrentian p•hotography edi'tor escaped unharmed. M t· ,.,. ar mes went on to say that 
was working alone in th~ When asked why the first at- one of the major problems faced 
basement darkroom in Main tack was not made public, Dean in security for Main Hall is ac-
Hall. A man, described as being of Student Affairs Charles Lauter cess to the building. From 7 to 9 in 
about 18, wearins a long army- replied that there were two the evening the language lab in 
style coat, entered lhe darkroom reasons . The first was that it was the basement is open for student 
and began talking to Gazzola . viewed by the deans as an use . There · are also computer 
After talking lo her for awhile, isolated incident, arid that terminals in another basement 
and following her around the publicity about it would cause room used by students . 
darkroom, he grabbed her from undue concern on the part of At the present time one of the 
behind. She s·creamed and students. The second reason was first floor entr.ances t~ Main Hall 
·struggled, managing to get away. that since it was near the end of is left open during the hours the 
_ After running out of the the term , there was no easy way lang.uage lab is open, and 
darkroom and away from Main to notify students even if it had students are free to enter the 
Hall, sl_le phoned campus been decided to do so . · building during this time. 
. security, who then caOed the 
Appleton police. The deans were 
.J1otified the following morning . 
Also . on Monday morning 
, Gazzola went to the police 
station, where she was able to 
identify a suspect from police 
photos. The suspect has been 
caught, and although he is a 
juvenile, he may be tried as an 
adult. -
Lauter emp~asized, however, 
that the school has, in recent 
years at least, recommended that 
students not be alone in isolated 
areas. He urged students to take 
someone with them whenever 
they would be working in isolated 
areas or walking across campus 
late at night, saying that this was 
the best defense against this type 
of attack. . 
The problem is that anyone can 
enter the building during these 
hours ; there is no control over the 
entrances . Compounding the · 
problem is the fact that some 
students study in empty 
classrooms during the . evening. : 
Last year, during library con-
struction, classrooms in Main 
Hall were opened for study in the 
evening. Some students continue 
' 
In order to minimize the 
danger of future attacks, those 
groups regularly using the Main 
Haff basement, The Lawrentian, 
the Ariel and various darkroom 
workers , have been warned to 
take extra precautions in locking 
their doors and in making sure 
that staff members are not left 
alone. 
Martines said that faculty 
members have also been advised 
to be sure they lock the doors 
after entering and leaving the 
building. 
Other security measures are 
being considered by the school. 
Among them are the possibility of 
having a student monitor in the 
Main Hall lobby during hours 
when the language lab is in use 
(possibly with a sign-up sheet) , 
stationing the campus security 
guard in the lobby between his 
rounds, and eventually moving 
the language lab facilities to the 
library . A phone will also be put 
in the darkroom - Ariel office, 
,despite the fact that, ac -
Also being looked into by the 
school and the Appleton Police 
Department is the possibility of 
having a campus telephone ex-
tension that students could use to 
cal] police on quickly in case of an 
emergency . 
It was noted that occasionally 
an outside line was hard to get , 
and an extension number for the 
police would eliminate the need 
of the student waiting to get a 
second dial tone, then having to 
dial the standard seven-digit 
number. 
Appleton Police Chief Earl 
Wolff said that the police were 
willing to go along with this plan , 
as long as the city would not have 
to bear the cost . He went on to say 
that "our only concern is whether 
or not it might be abused, " 
although he said that only ex-
perience would tell that. 
All school administrators were 
quick to add that any steps taken 
should not be seen by students as 
cure-alls, Marwin Wrolstad , vice 
president for business affai rs , 
sa id that "you cannot predict 
where the next incident might 
occur , that doesn 't mean we 
won 't do everything we can." 
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Strike Racism proposal ac_ted on; 
gyrh hows discussed by LUCC-
by Jody Feldman · 
At their meeting of Wednesday, 
11 February, LUCC rejected the 
resoll!tion presented to-t hem by 
Strike Racism whicti called. for 
the establishment of an office of 
'Multicultural Affairs. The entire 
_meeting was devoted to 
discussion of 1hat resolution . 
. Rolf Von Oppenfeld , '77, (vice-
president) read a statement in 
support of the resolution. · He 
contended that an Office of 
Multicultural Affairs , is a 
-necessary condition for a 
' multicultural community . 
"Racists do exist within this 
community," said Von Oppenfeld. 
"Everybody admits it ; one group 
is trying to do something about 
it." He suggested ,that it is dif-
ficult to prove whether or not the 
administration is promoting a 
multicultural community unless 
an evaluation is made of the 
material results. 
John Palmquist, associate 
profess_or of geology, too~ issue 
with VonOppenfeld's success 
1 
criterion . In Palmquist's 
department, efforts to . recruit 
~inority faculty members · fail 
only because an insignificant 
Charles Lauter , dean of student 
affairs urged the co.uncil to 
consider the effectiveness of . an 
Office of MYlticultural Affairs. 
The· goals of that office mig};lt 
backfire if the community 
refuses to accept responsibility 
for achieving a multicultural 
education. · 
VonOppenfeld countered, 
citing that not only has the 
proposed system worked in other 
places, but that currently _no 
other constructive suggestions to 
improve __this University's 
cultural atmosphere exist. Said 
VonOppenfeld, "We are trying to 
help · everyone broaden their 
education ." 
Bruce Cronmiller , professor of 
French, questioned the meaning 
of several terms used in the 
resolution . "Multicultural" and 
"multicultural unity" ' seemed 
especially ambiguous . 
Muse regarded it as disgraceful 
that so few American Indians 
attend an institution located iri a 
state where the Indian population 
is significant. 
Muse said he would be more 
agfeeable to using the money to 
establish an ethnic studies 
program , for example, or · a 
committee within the admissions 
. office , than to establish an Office 
of Multicultural Affairs. 
Weiss retorted that "everybody 
in this room knows the structure 
of this University to be racist. We 
need to alter the institution . If we 
deny the effort, we d~ny the 
principle and accepfthe fact that 
we are a narrow-minded group of 
people." 
William Boardman, assistant 
professor of philosophy, objected 
to taking the responsibility of 
recruiting students and faculty 
out of the hands of the offices 
currently handling the process, 
and giving it to aii Office of 
Multicultural Affairs, unless it 
could be established that the 
offices were not using the 
allocated funds properly . 
No evaluation of the Univer-
sity's current recruiting policies 
was presented at the meeting. 
(continued on page 5) 
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LUCC PRESIDENT Dan Eisenberg and Vice-President Rolf 
Von Oppenfeld listen intently as the debate rambles on at a 
recent LUCC meeting. - ~number of degrees iri geology are 
awarded to members of minority 
groups. Said Palmquist, "I find it 
hard to vote for the · resolution 
when I see the situation in our 
-department. There do n~t seem to 
be hidden racist feelings." 
Gary Weiss, author of the 
re'solution, responded to this 
query, and defined the terms only 
slightly more clearly. The 
question, he said, represented the 
very narrow academic mind-set 
that students absorb from their 
professors. In order to assert the 
viability of other cultures, 
besides Anglo-European ones, 
the institutional racism that 
permeates the University has 
first to be broken ·down. 
Kenneth Muse , assistant 
wofessor of religion, concurred 
that a multicultural community 
was essential for a quality liberal 
arts education, but contended 
that "the term 'multicultural 
unity ' is a little too dogmatic. " 
Rather , cultural diversity should 
be the goal of the University . 
Don Quixote ballet film shown 
Both parties recognized the 
difficulty is inherent in the 
educational system. The· training 
of a qualified faculty member is 
an expensive proposition, and 
minority . s_chol~.rs are 
systematically excluded. 
Ariel future uncertain 
As-The Lawrentian went to the 
presses, the future of ·the Ariel 
remains uncertain. According to 
Dave· Rosene, '76, the Ariel is . 
trying to get the 'Photo Club ~o 
. he)p with the developing and 
copying of the school ~earbook. 
Unless some kind of deal can be 
worked out -between the Ariel and 
the Photo club, the chances are 
that the major problem with the 
Ariel is not financial , but rather 
manpower. Copying is very 
tedious work that requires a lot of 
time and energy. The present 
staff can not handle the work 
load. · 
The Ariei office will be open 
every weekday from 7-8 pm, and 
students with spare time are 
encouraged to drop by and help in 
any way they can. 
The ballet "Don Quixote ," a 
tour de force for major dancers , 
is a brilliant and · colorful 
production conceived by the 
great 19tp century choreographer 
Mariusl'etipa , best known for his 
settings of Tschaikovsky's ' 
ballets . Premiered at Moscow 's 
Bolshoi Theater in 1869, " Don 
Quixote" introduced Russian 
balletomanes to Spanish dancing, 
which Petipa greatly admired. 
The ballet focused on the 
human comedy ·of Cervantes' 
classic work, rather than its 
philosophical content. Petipa's 
final vers_ion premiered at 
Leningrad's Maryinski The11ter 
in 1871, and the. work was again 
restructured in 1900 by Alexander 
Gorsky under Petipa 's super-
vision . This final version was 
added to the repetoire of the 
Bolshoi Ballet and was first 
danced in this country by the 
Bolshoi in 1966. · 
Nureyev originally 
rechoreographed the ballet for the 
Vienna State Opera. His concept 
followed the Gors'ky-Petipa 
version, but superfluous details 
and mime were eliminated , and 
the great master's purity of line 
and sense of balance in grouping 
have been restored. Rudolf 
Nureyev and Sir Robert Help-
mann have been associated in 
ballet productions in the past , but 
in the film version of "Don 
Quixote' ' they are co-<lirectors 
for the first time . · 
The ballet is performed by the 
Australian Ballet , of _which , 
Helpmann is co-artistic director. 
When ttie decision -was · made to 
make a film version of the ballet, 
Helpmann 's distinguished career 
as dancer , actor , director and 
choreographer made him a 
natural choice for the title role, 
and for co-director as well. For 
Nureyev, it was part of his ever-
expanding interest in all aspects 
of the theater to participate in the 
direc~ion . 
"Quixote" will--be shown in 
Stansbury on February 25 and 26 
at 2 and 8 pm , and on February 29 
at 2 pm . It also stars Lucette 
Aldous of the Australian Ballet as 
Kitri opposite Nureyev's Basilio. 
She appears as Dulcinea in the 
dream sequence with Help-
mann 's Quixote. The film was 
shot entirely in Melbourne with 
-the dancers of the Australian 
Ballet. 
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A safe house?· 
associated 
c·ouegiate 
press 
A recurring problem at nearly all schools is security . 
Fortunately, Lawrence does not have problems as numerous 
or as serious as those at many other schools. 
Still this does not mean that any part of the Lawrence 
comm~ity can afford to take the problem lightly. Students 
should make an effort to avoid potentially dangerous 
situations by following the recommendations of Dean Lauter 
and others not to be alone in secluded places on campus. This 
is simply common sense. 
Responsibility does not end there, though . Other parts of 
the community must take an active role in security . The ad-
ministration must make an effort to provide adequate security 
for students and others using facilities such as the darkroom in 
Main Hall . 
Incidents such as the first attack on a student in Main Hall 
this fall should have been reported to the students . Most 
Lawrentians are mature enough to be able to realistically 
weigh the risks facing them in using various facilities , without 
over-reacting as the administration seems to fear . Not to tell 
students about such dangers leaves them in a fool's paradise, a 
very dangerous place to be. , 
Telephones should be available for anyone to use if 
needed. A desire to economize is admirable, especially in 
Lawrence's current financial situation. But this desire can be 
taken to extremes, as when a student might not be able to 
summon aid in an emergency. 
Other security measures are being discussed by faculty , 
students and administrators . Among these are monitoring for 
Main Hall and the direct line to the police department. Both 
of these are good ideas , relatively inexpensive, and should be 
pursued . 
It is important to realize, of course, that these measures, 
and any others that might be taken, will not totally protect 
anyone from harm. While they may be of some help, they 
certainly are not cure-alls . But the school owes it to the 
students to offer at least minimal security precautions , 
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CAHUIT A, COST A RICA. Quite a contrast to Winter term at 
Lawrence! See Bart McGuinn'.s slide show Oil' Costa ' Rica 
Sunqay at 7 p.m. 
Jay Wells applauds 
Editors ' Note : This letter is 
r epr int ed from the Post-
Crescent. 
To the Editor : 
Last weekend the students at 
Lawrence University_ held their 
Winter Carnival and our band 
was engaged to entertain at the 
ball on Saturday night. I must. 
admit that I was more than ap-
prehensive about our appearance 
as we are not _a contemporary 
ba nd , but one dedicated to 
preserving som e of the - old 
tr aditions in the music and en-
tertainment field·. 
You hear a lot about our youth 
and the wrong doings , how they 
have little respect , they are 
supposed to be rambunctious and 
on drugs! Well , that 's just the 
ones that get attention in the 
news media , perhaps a near 5 per 
cent. 'J'.he rest are normal , 
healthy , happy individuals 
striving to make something of 
their lives . 
The response that we got from 
those who attended the ball was 
just fantastic . They danced every 
number (we played a variety ) 
they applauded after each 
number (something you have a 
hard time getting adults to do ). 
They were not bashful · asking for 
reqtiests (old standards ) they did 
not get rowdy even though beer 
was serve? _in the Union , there 
was no sp1llmg or pushing , and 
t~ere was never a smell of bur-
nm~ pot. In short, they had a 
terrific time and. s~ayed to the 
very end. , -
Most of all they gave µs one of 
the best nights we've had in a 
long time. Everyone of the men in 
the band was greatly impressed 
by these you1g people. 
-JAY WELLS 
Appleton 
Pan-Hel pledges 
To the Editors: -
The L~ wrence University 
Panhellemc Association is proud 
to an1:ounce the pledging of the 
followmg women to sororities : 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA: Rychie 
Breid~nstein , Meg Singer , Jane 
Thessm. 
DELTA GAMMA : Cindy Ar-
neson , Lydia Armstrong, Sarah 
Bauer , Colleen Byrnes, AmyJo 
Caldwell, Mar¥ Carolan Tracy 
Casber ,. Susan Chandle~, Lisa 
Coffey , Jennifer Dunner 
Elizabeth Hersh , Grace Jones : 
Sheppard, Elizabeth Stephen, 
Regina Swingen, and Donna 
Vanderschaaf. 
KAPPA ALPHA THETA: 
Patty Anderson: Libby Barber, 
Nan Ciaccio, Jane Curran, Susan 
Dawson, Cheri Harden , Diane 
Ichkoff , Katherine Kline, 
Kathryn Letwerrko , Meg Malde, 
Christine IVIanuel, Kim Narotzky, 
Barbara Reed, Ellen Rieselbach, 
Luanne Rota, Terri Schpwoch, 
Cynthia Shuttleworth, Annebeth 
Tiller , Amy Wachs, We,ndy 
Watson , Laura Woda , and Molly 
Wyman . . 
PI BETA PHI: Avis Armfield, 
Liz Dodge, Barbara Douglas, 
Susan Dresser, Trish Grippo, 
Julia Hood, Mary Hopley, Kate 
J en sen , Ellen Kaltenthaler, 
Michelle Mahn , and Karen 
.Nelson. 
Respectfully, 
Kathy Krohn , Julie Lafave Pam , 
Marsha k, Leslie Shiemann,' Sandi 
-MELINDA K. DIK 
President, L.U. Panhellenic 
Wil'iTER TERM 1976 EXAM SCHEDULE 
Wednesday 17 March 
8:30am 
, 1:30pm 
Thursday 18 March 
8:30am 
1:·30pm 
Friday 19 March 
8':30am 
1:30pm I ' 
Saturday 20 March 
'8:30am ~ 
J:30pn\ 
10:00TI 
9~50MWF .. 
12 :30TI 
11:lOMWF 
2:30TI 
1:30MWF 
\ 
8:30MWF 
2:50MWF 
NJ.~ Wlttll AT LU . · 
4:30pm: Faculty meeting- open 8.00 . Th Tuesday · tomorrow. Singles begin at noon; to students. Find out what's ·Wpm· e Applet.on Lea~ue of doubles at 2 pm. 
happening. omen Voters will sponsor a Art Show 
7:00 pm: Horse-drawn sleigh local_ g?vernment review _Linda F_reeman's '76 art show 
ride. Transportation to farm meetm~ m the M~ry Morton will be m the coffee House 
from the union will be Womens C:ente_r m Colman ' tomorrow and Sunday. 
provided. Must pre-register. Hall._ Anyone _interested in Viking room manager 
Contact Sally Kienker ext 330 1earnmg about city governmen! Petitions for . the position of 
' Cost -is $3.75. ' · · is welcome to attend. Viking Room manager are due by 
7:30 pm: Film Classics, "On the . .. We_dnesday . February 27th. Petitions may be 
Waterfront" - Youngchild 161 8 pm. Tea~h1~g the Computer to sent to Marge Van Roy, ext. 553, 
Admission is 75 cents. · Play Music , J1:1st for the Fun Earl _Patterson, ext. 636, or Earl 
.T of It. Bob Hanisch and Greg Verk-ms ext 285 
omorrow , H h .11 b . . • · . · . All da . o -d ki-t . t ug es w1 nefly explain the Study m Spam 
Devil rs· · H;aed afu ~ n_p · o necessary programming to Applications for the program of 
w· . s· ernm~ch, "teach" the PDPll-45 and studying Spain (Fall 1976) a~e 
isco!1sin·. ign-up wit PDPll-29 to read and play due March 3. Class~s for the 
Meredith M)'.ers , the ·C?-OP ,music . The computer will give program will begin in early 
sDecreht~1? • k. _Ul _the l:11niboln · several demonstrations of its September and end in mid-
. own I s _ ung is avai _a e . talent. Y-56. November. For more in-
12:30 p~: Childrens ~ec ~ill be Thm·sday . formation, contact Mr. Alfieri , 
attend:-ng the }nov1e, Bla~k 7:30 pm: "Men 's Lives" - a ext. 413. 
Beard~ Ghost. The group will documentary film about Carpet and photo sale 
~eet first at Plantz Hall ~nd masculinity in America will be There will be a sale of carpet 
, interested person~ are 1~v1ted shown in Youngchild 161. remnants and fine-mounted 
to attend. Adm1ss1on 1s 75 , Friday . photo reprints this week in the 
. cents . . , 4:30 pm': The third lecture in the Co-op office in the Union. All 
1 pm: Pm Hole Pho~ography, 1976 John Bucklew Memorial items will be five cents . 
Photo by Noncy Gon o lo 
IN Ynt WN 
, W~ll folks , the campus won 't be 
quite the same for a few days this 
of Education. 
Pc1:rt . II: developing and Lecture Series will present Dr . Katz lecture . 
p~inting photos from the Salvatore Maddi, professor of Stein on.. Scribe: "The 
pmhole ~amera_s made psychology at the University of Dramatic Heritage of Gertrude 
Th~sday with David Trufan_t, Chicago, spe11king on "Ethical Stein ," a lecture by Professor 
assistant professor of art. Mam Con s i de r a ti o n ·s on Leon Katz of Carnegie Mellon 
. week. Why, you ask? The answer 
is simple.'.....about 80 loveable 
Conservatory students .are going 
on tour. 
Two soloists from the Con-
servatory will be featured on the 
tour. Scott Johnston , instructor in 
music, trumpet , will be featured 
in Alexander Arutunian 's 
"Concerto for Trumpet" and 
Mike Lofton , '76, baritone , will be 
featured in " Eri tu che Mac-
chaiavi " from Verdi's Masked 
Ball. 
Hall Photolab. Just for the Fun Psychotherapy." The lecture is University, due to be given at 
of _It. . . .. open to ttie public with no Lawrence on Wednesday, has 
7:30 pm: Film Classics, On the adinission · charge and will be been postponed until September . 
Waterfront" - Youngchild 161. presented in Room 161 of 1iC'~Mllil& 
Admission is 75 cents. - Youn~child. · LW 
8:3~ pm_: A square ?ance at Saturday 28 February . 
R1verv1ew Lounge with caller 7 am: Cross Country Ski trip .to 
Lyle Leatherman. A~mi_ssi?n is Door County. Contact Sally 
free and everyone 1s mv1ted . Kienker , ext . 330, for more 
Sund.ay information. A Co-op Outing. 
7 pm: "Where 1s Costa Rica? " · 
Lost: A slide rule with a brown 
leather cover. Wayne Saunders 
was attached to the slide rule. A 
substantial reward is offered for 
its return. Call 739-0700. 
Discover the people and places Ping-pong 
of Costa Rica via E. Bart · The· ping-pong ·tournament will FOR SALE: Full length men's 
The Lawrence Symphony 
Band, and the Jazz Ensemble, 
are leaving Sunday for a three-
day _ tour of Wisconsin and 
Illi'nois. The bands will give a 
total of nine concerts in six 
communities. They will perform 
in high schools and auditoriums 
in Lake Geneva and Grafton, 
Wisc., and Prairie View, Lake 
Zurich, Wauconda and Evanston , 
UL In EvaJ1ston they will give two 
concerts at the National College 
Although th e tour gives 
-Lawrence students more per-
formance experience , it also 
gives the school exposure to 
prospective students . While on 
tour , students in the bands will be 
housed in homes of LU alumni . 
McGuinn's color slides . Y-161 be held in the YMCA basement beaver fur coat, size 38. Call Mrs . 
EW~,,aEVIEwa::~iiVltW .. ,,aEVIEW 
- ' 
Small . Craft Warnings, tonight 
and tomorrow night, Cloak 
Theatre. 
Small Craft Warnings, a recent 
work (1972) by Tennessee 
Wtlliams, opened Wednesday 
evening in Cloak Experimental 
Theatre as the winter term 
·production of the . Lawrence 
· University Theatre Department. 
....-The challenging piece, directed 
by Joseph Hopfensperger, played 
to a half-full house despite a 
· number of informative displays 
around campus publicizing the 
. · play. . , 
An obscure bar called Monk s 
Place located somewhere on the 
Southern California coast is the 
setting for the soul-searching 
drama. Greg Roehrick designed 
a strikingly complete bar-room 
set including a marvelous sailfish 
trophy. While capturing the 
seediness necessary, it would be 
more desirable to have the 
lamps, lighted signs, and 
tabl~lothes look less than brand-
new. k' Within the wor.ld of Mon s 
Place painful confessions are 
wrenched from the diverse array 
of ' characters abo·ut their far 
from happy lives. Monk, the 
proprietor of the bar, wants a 
regular and secure life avoiding 
trouble whene.ver he can. He 
wants regular customers so he 
can know "what their pleasure 
is" when they walk in the door . 
The unpredictability of his heart 
attacks frighten him. Dean 
Kwasney plays Monk with 
realism, but tends to ~ite so~e 
of his lines with a d1stractmg 
stiffness. 
The drunken sage of the 
evening is Doc, played by Jimmy 
Bickerstaff. Doc is a middle-aged 
p.hysician who has lost his licen~e 
to pr_actice, probably du_e to his 
unethical diet of benmes and 
booze. He keeps up the image of 
liis more respectable past by 
continuing to practice, _illegal_Iy. 
Biekerstaff is part1culanly 
movi~g in Act II when the tipsy 
and bespectacled Doc is reduced 
to a trembling bit of a man as he 
recounts 1· the death of a 
p11emature baby and the mother 
on his last call. 
Leona, an expert beautician 
with a home on whee_ls, and an 
overpowering bitterness against 
people who cannot see them-
selves, is played with tremendous 
· energy by Maura Silverman. 
Silverman holds the play 
together and breathes life into it 
as she rages about the bar like a 
caged animal. As music is said to 
soothe the savage beast Leona is 
calmed when she plays a whiny 
violin piece on the jukebox which 
reminds her of her dear departed 
homosexual brother . 
· The other female extreme is 
portrayed convincingly by Susan 
Heymann as ·violet. Heymann is 
the exaggeration of a helpless 
female, always on the verge of 
tears with a constant need for 
male protection; 1 she is like a 
water-plant that floats along the 
current. Viol,et finds a personal 
security in having 'one hand out 
of sight' when in the company of a 
desirable male such as the he-
man in the play, Bill Mc.Corckle 
(Eric Dancy) . 
Bill has worn out his welcome 
with Leona, and Violet is moving 
in on him. Nobody owns Bill, 
though, he can get by in any 
situation by exerting his sexual 
prowess . Dancy, however,. does 
not play up the 'dude' and conceit 
in Bill as much as he might until 
act II . _ 
Carl Szatmary is Steve, the 47 
year· old short-order cook who is 
stuck with dating· Violet because 
she is better than nothing . Steve 
is aware of the shallowness of his 
life, but he should be portrayed 
with more enthusiasm. 
Quentin (Lon Fiala), a 
disillusioned homosexual, and 
Bobby (Roger Bensinger), a 
young optimist, are two 
strangers who drift into the bar . 
They-watch with amusement and 
confusion the scenario involving 
the regulars . Later these 
strangers have their own con-
fessions to make about various 
sides of homosexuality . Quentin's 
speech about the loss of surprise 
in life is particularly good. It 
would have been more effective 
the other actors freeze and the 
lights dim with a spot on the 
individual character during such 
/ confessional monologues. 
Even the cameo ' cop (Ben 
Jackinsky)_scene in act II says a 
good deal about life in being able 
to buy off trouble with a bottle of 
booze. 
Small Craft Warnings is not a 
play .with much action, it is a play 
which emphasizes the words. 
Therefore, it is essential that 
each actor give his all to the 
production to make it come alive. 
The .subject of the play is 
depressing as it js, but the 
slowness of the production on 
Wednesday eveninf took the 
viewer even deeper into the 
depths. ·, 
Small Craft Warnings on the 
whole is definitely recommended 
by ·this reviewer as a thought-
provoking look at the smallness 
of our existence so powerfully 
stated by Tennessee Williams. 
Small Craft Warnings will run 
through Saturday. 
-MA'RY JANE COWAN 
On·e flew Over The Cuckoo's 
Nest. 
When a novelist sells his best-
seller to Hollwood to be 
dramatizea, he, or she, must feel 
as if they're selling part of their . 
soul. In preparing the book for a 
film, the author will see his work 
pared down to basic action 
sequences, leaving the internal 
workings of the characters to a 
few close-ups and silence. The 
recurring nightmare of most 
screen-writers is that · one da:11-
they'll have to prepare a novel 
which is so pyschological that the · 
audience would have to guess 
about what's happening. 
I can very well imagine the 
frustration of Ken · Kesey and 
Milos Forman in trying to film · 
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's 
Nest, now playing at the Marc I. 
Kesey · wrote the original 
screenplay, staying faithful to his 
concep( of the book. Forman , the 
director , pronounced the script 
impossible .to film . The script 
used is as faithful to Kesey's 
novel as purists are likely to get 
on the silver screen. I'm 
prefacing this . column with this 
warning in oi:der to quell the 
criticism that the book is better 
than the movie. 
McMurphy's fight against Big 
Nurse to re~a~fl his humanity is a 
fascinayng show to watch. 
...... 
McMurphy becomes a symbol to but to come up with a film as good 
his fellow inmates; even if they as Forman 's version should be 
don't understand him all the applauded . 
time. Jack Nicholson has a field Elsewhere; Barry Lyndon is at 
day with the role. He plays the .the Marc II. This is Stanley 
character with enough energy t<r Kubrick's new film starring 
slap the au_dience. i~ the face . Ryan O' Neal and Marissa 
McMur~hY, 1s a m1sf1t, a lo~er, Berenson . It 's a long movie but 
but he .1sn t a fool. He realizes , worth seeing. It is probably the 
that Big Nu~se hQlds all the most 'beautiful film ever made. 
c~rds. '.fher~ 1s. a slyn_ess about The Viking is showing Black-
him ~h1ch Nicholson s~1zes up~n; beard's Ghost, a Walt Disney 
makin~ McMurphy neither samt product, starring Dean Jones and 
nm: smner, _merely someone Peter Ustinov . The Cinema 
trymg to survive. ~ continues The Sunshine Boys. 
Nurse Ratched, played by · 
Louise Fletcher , is the model of 
efficiency. Fletcher gives the 
character a more sympathetic 
feel than one expects from 
reading the novel. Her need to be 
in control, even on the petty 
dictator level , destroys the 
morale of her male patients. She 
scares them. McMurphy is 
automatically recognized as a 
dangerous threat to her power . 
But sh.e has the establishment on 
her side. Fletcher uses her steely 
blue eyes and soft voice with a cut 
to the advantage of the 
character. 
The various members of the 
ward are a bit stereotyped. The 
background players are mem-
bers of the Oregon State Mental 
Hospital where the movie was 
filmed . There is a contrast bet-
ween some of the actors and the 
extras which sometimes adds a 
discontinuity to the film. 
Forman seems to be directing 
from a great distance . The action 
and tensions that arise seem 
more an outgrowth 'of the actors 
in character than direction . 
Forman sets his situations up 
nicely , but be rarely injects the 
scene with much magic. The 
movie is technically well-done, 
but Forman has trouble making 
it move unless he counts on 
Nicholson's performance. The 
ending seemed a bit sappy, using 
hazy, slowed motion photography 
as Big Chief ' Jumped' _to 
freedom . 
The movie has some of the best 
acting that Nicholson has done. 
The story ,has been a semi-classic 
since the mid-1960-s . The attempt 
to transfer the novel to the screen 
seemed co~mendable , enough, 
-PAULA UHRIG 
• Last Year~at Marienbad 
Earlier this year , the In-
ternational Film Series featured 
Alan Resnais ' Hiroshima Mon 
Amour. This Monday evening the 
film series will present Resnais ' 
second film, Last Year at 
Marienbad . This film portrays an 
intensely emotional view of the 
ways in which people associate 
events in their past with incidents 
in the present. An artistic, almqst 
surrealistic presentation of 
subjective interpretations of 
reality is an unmistakable 
characteristic of Resnais ' 
technique. 
Last Year at Marien bad- is a 
controversial portrait of a 
beautiful woman at a som'ber, 
palatial hotel. While vacationing 
at this ptush spa for the jet-set 
she meets a man who feeds her 
that immortal line- "haven 't we 
met somewhere before? , 
(perhaps at Marien bad? )" 
Although the woman is unable to 
remember him ," he eventually 
convinces her that they have met 
before, have had an affair and 
have planned to meet once again 
and run away together. 
Last Year at Marienbad is an 
art film with a capitai A. It 
presents a timeless world in 
which the protagonists must 
submit to an eerie , almost 
meaningless fate . The com- , 
bination of effects and techniques 
which Resnais employed makes 
this film an hypnotically intense 
experience. , 
-DAVE GUZIK 
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Strike Racism strikes a'.gain 
by Sylvia Long . 
"Racism does exist al 
Lawrence and ought lo be 
struck ,'_' argued Doug Green-
burg , assistant prof~ss~r of 
history , at Strike Racisms In-
formational Forum on Tuesday 
night, 10 February. The forum , 
introduced by Greenburg, 
featured a panel of six members 
who gave presentations at-
tempting to define Strike 
Racism 's ideology and express 
its desire to create a multi-
cultural community at 
Lawrence. 
Greenburg said that chang~s 
must be made on two levels : m 
the curriculum and in the student 
body. 
Greenburg suggested that in 
order to keep up with "the best in 
current scholarship " the 
Lawrence curriculum needs lo be 
altered. He cited Afro-american , 
Native American and women's 
studies as legitimate scholarly 
areas of research , " not trendy , 
shallow attempts to cash in on a 
current movement ." He ex-
plained that he wasn 't advocating 
abandoning the valuable studies 
already in existence at Lawrence 
concerning great white men ".out 
we need to know about the not so 
great . . . not so white . .. and not 
so male . . . as well. " 
Greenburg accused the 
University of "not doing all it 
can" to improve the quality of 
education by encouraging 
diversity in both the student body 
and th e curriculum. Having a 
mul ticultural community is a 
n e c es sit y . ' 'Economic 
arguments," he insisted , "are 
nothing more than an excuse . We 
lack only the will. " Alluding to 
the Ethnic Heritage Bill, he 
stated , " Money is available . . . 
it 's just a matter of going out and 
trying to get it ... We can make 
Lawrence a liberal arts in-
stitution , it depends on us, the 
faculty and the students ." 
Diversity is a necessity, and 
homogeneity a hinderance to a 
liberal education, according to 
Greenburg. In explaining the 
need for a multi-cultural com-
munity at Lawrence he pointed 
out that student interaction in 
dorm rooms, at the Grill at the. 
Union and even at Jim 's Place is 
as c~ntral to a liberal arts 
education as interaction in the 
classrooms. 
Looking back on his 11wn 
coIJege education he remarked,." 
The things I learned from other 
students were the most im-
portant.'' ''Differences , ' ' he 
added , "can be painful and 
shattering , because · they 
chalJenge us, but challenge is 
what college is about." 
Scott Thompson, '78, a member 
of the panel , sought to explain 
Lawrence's need for a multi-
cultural community through an 
examination of Lawrence 's own 
view of it's 'mission' in com-
parison to the realities present at 
Lawrence today . Thompson 
pointed to the What Defines 
Lawrence Best booklet as an 
example of Lawrence's own view 
of its 'mission. ' This 'mission' is 
to provide Lawrence students 
with opportunities for intellectual 
accomplishment and exposure to 
divergent views and -cultures1 
Thompsofl outlined the 
historical origins of race as "an 
extension of the Aristotelian· 
definition of species . . . yet there 
are no species .. . only pseudo-
scientists still claim that race 
exists." Thompson asked, "What 
does 'qualification ' entail? We in 
Strike Racism view qualification 
as a form of Racism ." Thompson 
argued that a multi-cultural 
community and multi-cultural 
education are imperative in the 
pursuit of a liberal arts education 
and defined Strike Racism as "a 
group of students who feel 
deprived .. . " adding , "it is the 
students who must lead the way.' ' 
John Holdridge '77, a Strike 
~~J~ NUREYEV'S 
'OON QUIX0TE' 
"A dance film 
for all audiences, 
an exciting, 
intelligently 
conceived 
spectacle. This 
isas much a 
dramatic film 
as a ballet film:' 
N,- .•• f, ' ~ T"' 
Stansbury Theatre 
Feb. 25 & 26 at 2 & 8 p.m. 
Feb. 29 a't 2 p.m. 
Tickets available at : 
University Box Office 
Adults: $2, Students: $ 1.25 
The Lady's and Men's Room Salon 
225 E. College Ave., 734-0707 
Co~e on o_ver when you need a cut. We specialize in good 
hair shapmgs . 
"A good shaping gives you more free time" 
COMPETITION A WARD WINNERS ~ 
Racism representative, outlined 
Lawrence's person.al history of 
racism including President 
Smith's 'statement concerning his 
intentions to recruit black faculty 
and students; a statement which, 
Holdridge claimed, Smith never 
acted upon . 
Other Strike Racism 
representatives echoed their 
dissatisfaction with Lawrence as 
an elitist institution and ex-
pressed their ideas as to how 
improvement might be attained. 
Anne Hackler '78 , accused 
students of "viewing the world 
through cultural glasses ." She . 
attributed the questionable 
success of organizations such as 
Downer Women's Council and 
Strike Racism as resulting from 
" . . . students who are too busy 
pursuing their racist education ." 
Photo by Potric'io Morris 
Tom Casey, '77, and Rolf 
VonOppenfeld, '77, pointed to the 
success and value of Offices of 
Minority Affairs at other 
Associated Colleges of the 
Midwest and suggested that 
Lawrence should adopt such a 
program, perhaps something 
similar to the Office of Minority 
Affairs at Carleton. · Gary W e_iss 
Vera Wigglesworth, '77, ex-
pressed her concern for our need 
for a multi-cultural community, 
"we must be effectively informed 
concerning a diversity of human 
problems .. . before we become a 
part of the system." She en-
couraged students to look 
through the course catalogue and 
asked "how many courses orient 
you towards non-white ex-
perience?". 
After the speakers had outlined 
their beliefs in the · need for a 
multi-cultural community at 
Lawrence the audience was in-
vited to comment on what they 
had said, or ask questions . One 
man asked "What about the 
white poor? Is this to the benefit 
of all of us? Will we get anything 
tangible?" Greenburg answered: 
"Yes, a tangible education ." 
Dorothy Fischer 
Come See 
Bob, Glen, and Joe 
At The New Fischer wins Reagan po~t 
rAMPU~ 
BARBER SHOP 
129 N. Durkee 
at Washington 
Call For Appointment 
739-lfl05 
< Youth for Reagan News 
Release) - Dorothy Fischer, '77, 
daughter of Mr . and Mrs. R. W. 
Fischer of Cedar Falls, Iowa, has 
been appointed chairman of the 
Lawrence University Chapter of 
Yout~ for Ronald Reagan for 
President. The appointment has 
been made by the Youth Division 
of citizens for . Reagan, 
SallfPIY'l, 
~za 
a-arlo.,. East 
Formerly known as THE MARK 
Next to Brokaw on College Ave. 
. · .. offering .. . 
' ~ ~-~ . Pastis ~~ 
and ot ... er· delights ~ 
Washington, D.C. 
"It is obvious that only Ronald 
Reagan, of all the candidates, is 
truly in touch with the needs and 
concerns of young Americans," 
Miss Fischer stressed. "A look at 
his record in California proves 
t~is . In his eight years as 
Governor he instituted sound 
business practices that resulted 
in rebates of $5.7 billion to the 
taxpayers of his state. Property 
taxes were cut by an average $225 
per family, assessments on 
utilities were reduced and the 
business-inventory tax was 
slashed by a full 50 per cent. At 
the same time, he channeled 
money where it would do the 
most good , such as increasing 
State student scholarships and 
lo~n~ fr<>m $4.7 million to '43 
~1lhon . Significantly,- he 
vigorously opposed any form of 
State land-use control and 
~ecogni~ed that government 
mterference with the freedom of 
the farmer to produce and 
market his crops can . only 
produce disastrous results, as we 
have recently seen." 
"All states heed the kind of 
sensible government that Reagan 
as President could help to 
provide," she continued. "Tiu, 
Lawrence University Youth for. 
Reagan will be active in .in 
forming all ~tudents of his stan 
on the issues and in recrui 
campaign volunteers." 
.L 
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ial comings and goings amuse Larrys, townies 
by Jim Klick sent out repeated me~sages for · 
Well, the 11th year of Trivia has these Ascetics to identify rules of Trivia . One question -,-
come and gone, and once again , ~!emselves . Spies flocked to the r:;1Je1i:~~~ i;o:;~; waosrkded. Bfourt .. , 11· 
the Phi Taus, alias Moonbase .mpus, but the underground ,mt 
Rutabaga,tookth·esalt. However, fa1l~d to ~urn up any clues as to the word was so poorly 
the highlight" of the 50 hours of the identity of Baba Ram Dass pronounced over the air that the 
,madness came Sunday evening Unco~firmed reports had th~ question was ultimately thrown 
after nearly a half hour of As~etics. Qperating out of the out. Yet , irregardless of 
· Jeopardy, when the score of front weight room of Alexander Gym. pronounciation, Baba Ram Dass 
running Baba Ram Dass and the . Ev~n more puzzling than the was the only on-campus team to 
. Milin Hall Ascetics was zeroed identity of Baba Ram Dass was get the right answer. Then, later 
for cheating; a first in the history th_eir uncanny ability to come up Baba Ram Dass was the only 
of Trivia. . with answers almost at will. For team to identify the five 
Trivia '76 began precisely at 10 ~ours at a time, Baba Ram Dass guitarists and did so in the order 
d b f t ul in which the tapes were played. pm Friday, an e ore long JUs co d not miss a question . Finally, the Trivia masters 
Moonbase and Baba Ram Dass Then they were silent. But within decided they had had enough of 
were fighting neck and neck for a couple of hours they were back Baba Ram Dass . The Serbian 
' the lead in the contest. Mean- again , dominating the on-campus Army was reinstated, St. 
while, .some of the grand old phone lines . While some insisted Tuchulus got the tree sap boiling 
names of Trivia, Lizzard Rex , that Baba Ram Dass was an elite and the Ascetics were given a big 
Tuna Tower, and Angelo group of the faculty who were fat zero . Well , who were these 
Mysterioso, were struggling to trying to spoil Trivia for the guys? They were the Trivia 
keep peace. students, most weary-eyed trivia Masters, who else-:- In a strange 
The real mystery , though, was players merely moaned , "Who story that still remains largly 
Baba Ram Dass. No one could are these guys and what do they unclear, the Trivia Masters 
figure out who they were or want?" created their own tea111 to keep 
where they were phoning an- As the contest progressed, it people on campus on their toes . 
swers from on-campus. WLFM became apparent that Baba Ram Another first for Trivia was Bill 
Dass was not playing within the Shaw, '78. · Bill was . the first 
Well Honey, I don't get off work untill ... 
LUCC .... 
(continued from page I) 
Boardman also objected to 
Weiss' use of the term 'radsm,' 
contending that it was used 
·~similarly to the way Mc-
Carthyites , used the term 
· 'communism.' that is , any 
definition of -':}.(' is wrong if it 
differs from ·Gary's ." 
Upon a request from Lee 
Bellows, '78, VonOppenfeld listed 
the fun'ctions of the omce of 
Multiculfural Affairs at Carleton 
College. Primarily, the services 
a11e oriented towards counselling 
minority students in social and 
acadel,llic areas, providing in-
formation, especially-on matters 
of financial aid and ad-
ministrative red tape, and 
sponsoring :various groups and 
speakers. 
The resolution was put to a roll 
call vote and was defeated by a 
margin of 18-5: A motion to table 
.and therefore reconsider the 
r:_esolution . was similarly 
defeated. _ 
At the 18 February meeting , 
LUCC considered a resolution 
that addressed the · problem of 
· limi~ed hours at Alexander Gym . 
The resolution proposed that 
. those hours be extended to 
· relieve the crowding of facilities 
and the inconvenience of the 
current gym hours. 
Discussion centered on the 
financial problems of im· 
plementing such a resolution, 
The costs of providing student 
onitors, extra lighting, and 
tional bus service were 
considered the major obstacles . 
Lauter , emphasized that the 
Financial Aid Office has no 
money independent of depart-
mental budgets with which to 
hire student workers . If gym-
nasium monitors were to be 
hired , funding would have to 
come from either the athletic 
department budget or from the 
money allocated to other. 
departments for similar s~rvices . 
Boardman , suggested that 
LUCC should not be expected to 
have a total familiarity with the 
University budget, and should 
therefore not be burdened with . 
the administrative decisions of 
where the money will come from . 
Rather , LUCC should assert that 
this would not be a fri ~olous use 
of funds. 
Ma rwin Wrolstad , vice-
president for business affairs, 
reminded the council that if the 
money for this project were to be 
available, it would have to come 
from somewhere ; some other 
program would have to be cut. 
Weiss encouraged a con-
sideration of the resolution in 
light of what else might have to . 
be cut. If it came to a question of 
extended gym h~urs or bringing 
speakers to the campus, LUCC 
would have to make their 
decision on the relative merits of 
the two expenditures . 
A motion was made to send the 
resolution to the Committee on 
Committees, so that a report on 
funding possibilities could be 
submitted to the entire council. 
The motion was brought to a roll-
call vote and was carried 16-10. 
Photo by Nancy Gan:olo 
THERE IS LIITLE MYSTERY as to L' Angelo Mysterioso's 
success this year. ' 
person to publicly stay up the 
full 50 hours answering phones 
and k~eping score. He is a Phi 
Tau pledge and his activating 
dare was to participate the entire 
50 hours . Bill was doing fine until 
he swallowed a phone late Sun-
day evening. Though he has 
recovered somewhat from the 
incident, well-wishers are asked 
not to call. 
Finally , Stan Cola was offered 
for the first time in 50 pound 
throw-away lead cans . If you like 
the taste of Mercury in your tuna 
fish sandwiches , you 'll just die 
over Stan Cola in the lead cans . 
Also, just when you thought 
Trivia T-shirts were getting 
trivial , Larry Page informs us 
that he has a whole patch of 
Trivia T-shirts and the price is 
still $2.50. Better hurry before 
Larry eats them all himself. 
Photo by Na ncy Go u.a la 
Animal, vegetable, or mineral? 
WlJink iinnn ! 
for really relevant education 
abroad 
the Ripon College International 
Study Center, 1976-1977 
.. APPLY NOW! 
1 Write: 
. Professor J. F. Hyde, Jr. 
Chairman, Department of German 
and Director , ISC 
Ripon College 
Ripon, Wisconsiri 54971 
Officially A ssociated with 
Bonn University 
' Thompson , takes lead in 
Appleton mayoral conte~t 
d citizen study groups . Some of the 
by Pete Copelan • ' consul tants' findings led to lay-
Alderman Glenn Thomrs?n offs in the public works and police 
(13th ) finished on top O m- departments . These lay-offs 
cumbent Appleton Mayor James definitely hurt Sutherland in the 
Sutherland and one other can- . 
. y for pnmary. didate in Tuesdays pnma~ h' · Thompson is running o~ a 
Mayor. 33 .5 per cent O t e down-home politician campaign. 
registered voters turned out to He has been an alderman since 
give 56.5 per cent of the vote ~o 1965 and in the current City Thompson and 36.5 per cent ° Council president. He is con-
Sutherlan_d. . . cerned. that Sutherland is taking 
. Campaignmg for th~ P{1~!~~ power away from the City Council 
was moderate , but ot k by dealing with outside con-
didates are expected to ma e ~ . sul tants Thompson criticized the 
concentrated effort to rea_c ma or '~ "inability to com-
Appl~ton voters before the Apnl 6 m~icate with the people," and 
elect10n. . k' g his he feels the results of Tuesdays 
Sutherland 1s see 10 rimary are a good indication of 
second ter_m as mty1r. H: ~~~~~ ihe people's need for a change. 
to run on his recor · mon . There are no pressing issues in 
impro~em,ents! he t~;;lecroe:.1! the campaign. Appleton vot~rs 
f?r 1.mtro.~m~. and the seem primarily concerned with 
fmanc1a s1 ua wn . . . their immediate economic 
b~di~1~\tee ;~;-~~l~~~:~~t;~~t situation. Mayor ~utherland fe~ls 
e O . . · that the people will ha ve a choice 
?,ne o_f his pn~ary conce:ns is t~ in this election. In any case , it 
avoid becom1,ng a captam of th ·11 be a hard fought campaign 
bureaucracy .' He has illustrated wi . 
this concern by calling in outside for both candidates . 
consul ta nt s and organizi ng 
Photo by MichotM Ulrich 
A bomb scare on th! High Street. 
CLA.'S· 
. CLEANERS 
By the Mark on College Ave. 
/ 
PARLIAMENT 
Lawrence --on -ThClmes 
by Jody Zylke and Sue Dinauer of crime is so low (aside from an -- Londoners go to bed·early and ge 
Ask any upperclassman what occasional IRA bomb) that the up early for a big English b · 
he remembers most about his bobbies don't even carry guns . fast. Instead of coffee brea 
Lawrence years , and the chances Not only the numbers, but the-- they have tea and cakes serv 
are good he will talk about the mixture of people is surprising - by waiters in ' tails. Drin · 
time he spent off campus. One of London is truly an international habJ ts must also under 
the most popular programs is the city. For example, the Earl's rearrangement, . - . bot~ , 
Loridon Study Center, where Court area , where the center is preference (from Schlitz 
students have the opportunity to located, is full of Australians and tequilla sunrises to Gui~e 
see what they hear about in the Pakistanis. It was often rumored bitter , cider or lager and lime 
classroom and to experience that there is no such thing ,as an and in timing (since' the PW!!! 
another culture for several Englishman, or that they've all close at 11 - pm). Even 
months . moved out to the suburbs. ing~nious Lawrentians ha 
.. The contrasts between · Although London is - a discover~'d the Atlas, open until 
Lawrence-on-the Fox and . metropoijs, it is nothing like am . -
Lawrence-on-the-Thames begin cities in the states. Visually, it is Aside from life in L9ndon itself. 
as you step off the plane to a beautiful place. Many of the iife in the -Arden takes some 
discover that you are the ope with buildings are classically designed adjustment. Learning to turn 
the accent. The language you and are filled with tracHtion. the stove with a pair of pliers, te 
always thought was English is There are huge parks, wifh say "egg" in Spanish to ~ 
often difficult to understand , plenty of trees , water and space maids so that you can eat b~-
especially as you hear_ talk of to breathe. It is not unusual to see fast , or to smile at Miss .Reilly ill 
" lorries", "queuing up" or a horseback rider gallop by in ordertogetyourmail,areaf 
"mash and bangers ." Hyde Park. Socially, there is of the more challenging ex-
After a few days in London, you always something to do in Lon- periences. The lifeblood of th!! 
discover that the urban en- don: plays, mu~ic (from classical Center is the Commons Roo~1 
vironment is quite a switch from to rock), movies , ballet, opera where everything from spaghem 
-Appleton. Learning to travel by are within easy reach, a_nd do not dinners to "friendly" ·dart gam 
bus or tube is an adventure, as-is cost a fortune talthough are held . 
the adjustment to the sheer sometimes binoculars .are a As in Appleton, classes are · 
number of people who are always nece~sity) . . an integral part of life. Howevet. 
around, even at night. . AdJus~~ent!\ h~ve to be made the studying is a lot more 
People aren' t afriiid to walk the m your hvmg habits as well. Most joy able when you are able to visf 
streets of London - the incidence the places where history ·W 
•
fjSSSSSSSSS~SSSSS4.SSSS~SS.SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS~Sfl ~t~!i inWt~:t~:an~~~!, ~ah'!rt 
H in the House of ··,Commons, -01:, RENT-A-CAR ' RENT-A-TRUCK t~t!~~on10~!jr a:~~~~8:1e:n 
must ha.ve done centuries ago 
Rent A New Ford As Low As: 
$8 PER DAY; 9~ PER MILE 
Call For Special Holiday Rates 
For Reservations: 
DAVE BRANTMEIER 731-5211 
Everything From Pi?tos to 12 Pass. Wagons . 
See: Cher Zimmerman 
:Vour Student Rep. CO-OP 
Leasing & Rent-A-Car 731-5211 
W. College Ave. - 2 Blks. E. of 41 
~n., Wed., Fri. ,'til 9 - Sat. 8-5 
Learning history or politics o't" 
literature lets you appreciate ancl 
understand the country and 
traditions so that when (he Queen 
rides by in full ceremony to opell 
Parliament, it even sends a 
, - shiver down your spine. 
However, London is just tbt 
b_eginning of the London Stu 
Center. All of England 
Scotland are easily, accessibl 
and Ireland and the Continent a 
only a few hours away. Wbe 
you hitch or rent a car, stay. 
youth hostels or hotels, trav 
is bound to get into your syst 
and make the r~turn to Appl 
much harder. 
There is no more fittin!.....1 
sum up the London eXI"'• • 
than by borrowing the wor 
Samuel Johnson: "When a 
tired of ·London, he,is tired 
for there is in London all 
can afford." 
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pkih? resigns; searc;h begins for replacement 
- by Jo Ellen Ottenberg 
Instructor of Sociology Charles 
Simpkins will no longer be at 
Lawrence next (all. Having 
a)rea~y given verbal resignation 
fo Thomas Headrick , vice 
president for accademic affair&, · 
at the beg_inning of this tiionth, 
Simpkins will present his forml!l 
letter of resignation to President 
· Thomas Smith sometime this 
week. 
Simpkins says he is leaving the 
University because of a " dual 
career problem" in his family . 
When Simpkins came to 
Lawrence, his wife was unable to 
~find a position in the Fox Valley 
Area at ))er career level , but did 
,.acquire a position in Minneapolis 
he explains . -
Simpkins says that his wife's 
job is · more important to her 
career advanGement than his job 
is to his . . Thus in order to resume 
living .with her, Simpkins is 
leaving Lawrence to look for a 
jQb in the Twin Cities area. H·e 
stresses, "I'm not rejecting the 
department by leaving it. I am 
intensely proud of what Mr. Kurz 
and I have accomplished in our 
one sho·rt year working 
together." 
Sim[>kins . was hired by the 
University in 1973 to lielp former 
Professor of Sociology Parker 
Marden· establish a sociology 
department at Lawrence. When 
Marden was denied tenure last 
year, a committee was formed in 
the spring to . recrui't two 
sociologists· to replace' Marden. 
Howevet, only · one of these 
positions was filled by Instructor 
of Sociology Richard Kurz. 
Headrick told a group of 
.;tudents at a discussion Tuesday 
night con_cerning the future 
of the SQCiology department that 
he had suggested last fall that the 
University "hold-off" on 
recruiting a third sociologist. He 
e~lained that at the time, he was 
"alrj;!ady beginning to feel the 
winds of concern " about the 
financial situation at Lawrence. 
Head!rick sad he has decided to 
seek only one replacement for 
Simpkins. -After the Board of 
Trustees suggested a cut of two 
faculty members this year ; 
Headrick decided to make one of 
the cuts in Sociology, he told the 
students-. r . 
Although a student pointed out 
at the meeting that the hiring of 
three new anthropology 
professors last year has wqrked 
out well, Headrick insisted that it 
is "Car preferable to.go after one 
pel'Sbn and tcy to build from that 
base than two people." He added , 
"I'm not convinced that two 
people can'f do -a good job." 
Cindy Figge: '77 , an · ec: 
onomic's-sodology major , on 
the other hand, believes a three-
person department would ·be a 
"stronger" department. Figge 
told The Lawrentian she doesn 't 
"buy" Headricks argument. 
When two bids were given-out to 
r~place Marden last spring, 
Figge says, " there was no talk of 
instability in having a three-
person department and bringing 
m tv.:o new people. And Simpkins 
was m the same position as Kurz · · 
he was very new. " ' 
She adds, " Professor Simpkins 
and Professor Kurz have written 
a very excellent and rigorous · 
proposal for the sociology 
curriculum and that proposal 
was based on a three-person 
department." Another advantage 
Figge cites is that if one professor 
leaves when his , her three-year 
contract expires , a three-person 
department provides "a bit of 
stability." 
. Figge thinks that the majority 
of sociology students are wary 
about the situation in the 
department now. "They 've seen 
a great deal of instability over the. 
past couple years," she explains. 
Figge, chairpel!Son of a month-
old sociology,. club attawrence, 
sees "a tremendous amount of 
interest " among sociology 
students . "Students really want 
to put a lot of effort into choosing 
another candidate,'-' she says . 
She stresses that students are 
"not really up in arms over the 
number of professors," but are 
rather more concerned with 
maintaining .a good department. 
Simpkins says he is " disap-
pointed that what seemed to be 
an assured third position in · the 
department has been lost due 'to 
the financial travails of the 
University ." He feels that any 
social science discipline begins to 
suffer when its staff has less than 
three people . " Below that 
minimum threshhold of three 
people, " he explains, "you do 
have to begin to compromise with 
respect to completeness , not 
necessarily with respect to 
quality. " 
However he feeJ.s that ideas 
that the sociology department is 
"unstable" ai::e "products of 
wrong-headed students ." He 
declares, "positions and the level 
of quality _and competence. at 
which they are filled is the im-
portant thing for the quality and 
stability of a program." . 
Simpkins says that even 1f 
there were a complete turn-over 
in the sociology fae;ulty every 
year , a well-developed 
curriculum and rules for the . 
administration of that 
curriculum would insure a 
constant level of excellence .- If 
that were the case , he says, " it 
would not matter what persons 
filled the positions ." 
Kurz says the sociology 
·department is going to continue 
to try to offer the "core of a 
· sociology major" at Lawrence 
given the two full-time 
sociologists and Profess9r of 
Political Science, C,hong Do Hah , 
a _participant in the sociology 
department. While Kurz has no 
,doubt that with -more people the 
department can offer a "broader, 
more developed curriculum,'' he 
is willing to. work "w,ithin the 
framework of what we -have." 
Si.mp~ins finds the limited 
scope of the small curriculum 
" unfortunate ." He Si!YS the 
program would be better in terms 
of getting students into the best 
graduate departments and into 
some of the better professional 
schools, ' 'if we could offer a fuller 
range. ~( what we consider the 
analytic core of, the discipline." 
He wouf d also like to - cover 
more thoroughl Y' the 
"philosophical foundations of the 
discipline in terms of intellectual 
history ." "Those are luxuries 
that have to go;" he comments . 
However, he adds, "It may be a 
very,small curriculrm, but i.t will 
be the very best within its scope." 
Kurz says that he is presently 
"working comfortably" with 
Simpkins and Hah . He _ com-
ments , "I don 't anticipate that 
can't go on with some new person 
we would recruit. " 
As chairman of the recruitment 
committee, Kurz is looking for a 
person of " high intell ectual 
calibre who will be able to work 
effectively in a number of 
specialized areas." 
While students will not be 
serv ing on the comm'ittee, Kurz 
says they will make an " im-
portant contribution " in th e 
decision-making process . Sim -
pkins adds that the members of 
the faculty will not impose a bad 
teacher on the students . He 
com ments, •·•rr the person is a bad 
teacher, it won 't matter how good 
a professional he is, he won 't get 
the job." On the other hand, he 
adds, "we don 't want a bad 
professiona l imposed on us 
because he 's a good performer ." 
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B-baller5 bounce back 119-91 
The Viking basketball team 
will be on the road this weekend 
for two games . which will 
determine whether Lawrence 
will have its first .500 basketball 
season since 1954. Lawrence will 
travel to Beloit College tonight, 
and then on to Lake Forest 
College for a game tomorrow 
afternoon. 
The Yikes are 9-10 for the 
season, and two wins this 
weekend would guarantee at 
least a .500 season. 
Lawrence closed out its home 
season Tuesday night with a 119-
91 triumph over Silver Lake 
College. That game was never 
realiy in question as the Yikes 
scored almost at will , shooting 
over the top of the Lakers' zone· 
and penetrating to the deep men. 
Lawrence was Jed by Mike Fogel 
'79 who dropped · in 31 points, 
including 21 in the first half, and 
Doug Fyfe, '76 who added 20 
points to his Lawrence all-time 
scoring record . 
· Lawrence had three other men 
in double figures : Peter Hach-
111eister, '79, 16 ; Jerry Percak, 
'77 , 12; -and Mark Faust1, '77, 10. 
In all , 11 Vikings contributed · to 
the scoring and everyone piayed 
for Lawrence except Paul 
Berghoff, who sat out the game 
•••• ,, ••••• ,,. 
Making tra~ks 
The men 's. indoor track season is now 20 days old- time 
enough for several team practices and two track meets . A third 
is schedul ed for tomorrow .. Rumor has it that a women's track 
club ma y be created. 
After only two official practi<;es , ,the first track meet, an 
invitational hosted by. UW-P.arkside,,,~as only for those people 
who ,had kept themselv:es in reasonably good shape during the 
off season . There were very few. To our knowledge , no out-
stand ing performances were turned in . 
The second meet was different. Many more men made tJ:ie 
trip and there were several noteworthy performances. This 
meet, the Titan Invitational , hosts some of the best athletes in 
the state (UW-Madison excepted). In the past , acclaim has been 
bestowed upon those Lawrence athletes who have performed 
well or even managed to place. Ron Wopat . '78, should be 
recognized for his third place finish in the shot put , Bob Eddy, 
'79 , for his third place in high jump, Rob Stevens for his fifth in 
the 60 yard dash, and Kevin Retelle '78, for his sixth in the 1000 
yard run . It is not yet certain , buhf Bob's jump is recorded at 
6'4" , it should be a new Lawrence record. The rest of the team 
may not have placed, but the performances were enough above 
par for this time of the season that this year 's team might be the 
best in many a year . 
The meet tomorrow is a triangular at Oshkosh versus 
Oshkosh and Eau Claire . These are both large, powerful teams 
and Lawrentians will be hard pressed to make their mark . One 
bright spot is the probable return to the area of Dan Brunea.u. He 
came to . Lawrence for his freshman year and rewrote the 
distance record-books. His next year , opting for journalism, he · 
transferred to E:au Claire. A friend of many Lawfentians, he will 
probably be their nemisis tomorrow. 
Next week we will introduce you to the individual members 
of this year 's track team. · 
Icemen in first 
The Lawrence University hockey team has arrived. The 
Viking icemen avenged their only loss of the season-an em-
barrassing 11-0 op~ning game loss to St. Norberts-by turning 
back the Green Knights last Sunday afte~noon in the Fox Valley 
Ice Aren~ by a score of 4-3. Jerry Go~dbody in one of his finest 
efforts , kicked out a desperation shot in the last few seconds to 
seal the victory. 
. The Yikes outp!ayed -the visitors throughout the contest. 
With about three mmutes left , and LU leading 4-2; St. Norbert 
pulled their goaltender in a last ditch effort to tie or win the 
game. They scored a goal with just 18 seconds to go, and it was · 
Goodbody's heroics which preserved the hockey team's finest 
h_our . _Coupled_ with a 6-2 win over Ripon on Friqay night and a 3-3 
t1~ with_ Madison Area Technical College on 9 February, the 
V1kes season record now stands 5-1-1 overall and 5-1 in the WH-
CT. This places them in a first place tie with St. Norbert's. 
The Yikes entertain Beloit in a home-and-home series this 
weekend, ~nd although they are almost assured a playoff spot in 
the upcoming_ post-season tournament, two solid wins over the 
Bucs would give the team added momentum for the post-season 
games , to be played, in the Fox Cities Ice Areana on 5-6 March. 
A big splash 
. The swim1:1ers bettered their seasonal record with a 64 - 42 
wm over Beloit last Saturday. The only first places Beloit was 
able t~ take were in the 200 fly , the 200 IM, and the 1000 and 500 
free distance events. 
The relays, both unopposed, gave the Vikings added in-
surance agains~ defeat. Kreg Scully, '77, pulling out some dives 
that awed Bel_oU and a~azed _e~en his cohorts, totalled a final 
score of 203 .0 m th~ optional diving. Roelif Loveland '79 is to be 
c~mmended for his performance in the 200 breast; done in 
2.38.2, ,a vast improvement over his previous best time.-Scott 
Myers 79 turned ma very respectable 23.8 50 free , his best effort 
this season. In the 200 free Paul Morrison '79 posted LU 's best 
t~1s year , 2:08.2. Lawrence went one-two in the 100 free with the 
times _53.4_ and 57 .5, Davis and Press respectively. Lawrence 
took nme ~irst~, three seconds, 6 thirds, and one fourth . 
In sw1mmmg against UW-Oshkosh last Thursday Morrison 
set two ~ecords. For one, he bettered his own freshm~n-record 
set a_t Ripon two weeks earlier - 2: 15.1. The other record was ~ 
varsity record, pre'.'iously held by 1971's Doug Brengel - 2: 14.7. 
the 200 backstroke time to beat now is 2: 14.5. 
_There are two home meets this weekend. Lawr~nce swims 
1r~;st Cornell today at 4:00 and meets Grinnell tomorrow at 
/ 
with an injury. _ 
Silver Lake was led _ by Rob 
Rison and Mickey Crowe, each 
with 24 points, ·and Jerome 
Cockerham added 23 for the 
losers. 
Lawrence will face rougher 
competition this weekend: The 
Vikings defeated Beloit College 
earlier in the year, 63-57, but the 
Buccanneers are one game ahead 
of Lawrence in the Midwest 
Conference race. They have the 
second best defense in the 
leagues , allowing only 67 .7 points 
per game. Beloit is 4·9 in Con-
ference action , while Lawrence is 
3-10. 
Lake Forest is the only team in 
the Conference with a pooer won-
lost record than Lawrence's . The 
Foresters are in last place with a 
2-11 mark. However, one of the 
Lake Forest wins came at 
Alexander Gymnasium where 
the Foresters dropped the 
Lawrence five 68-55. ' 
Viking Coach Bob Kastner 
instructor in physical education 
emphasizes team effort 
especially team defense, but h~ 
had special words of praise for 
his seniors . "I cannot say enough 
about how much the seniors have 
done for the , team. Qui'ncy 
Rogers, '77 Doug Fyfe and Jerry 
Percak have gone through four 
pretty rough - years here ," 
Kastner said, "and it is because 
of men like them that we have 
been able to turn our program 
around." 
The Viking J . V. basketball 
squa9 will close out ,its season 
Monday, with a game'against the 
Ripon Redmen at Ripon . The 
J .V.s have compiled a 5-2 record 
this season. 
_ . . Photo by Nancy yozzolo 
CAGEY LADIES pig-out _a(ter free throw contest. · 
LAST ONE in is a rotten egg! 
.Wrestl~rs grapple ·for title 
. Al~xander Gymnasium will be 
the site of the annual Lawrence 
Invitational Wr'estling Tour-
nament this weekend . The 
Tournament is open to all in-
dependent four-year colleges in 
the state, and is, in fact an 
unofficial state championship for 
those schools . 
_ Seven schools will participate 
m the meet this year , down from 
the norm a l ten-team field 
because of cairndar conflicts'. 
The entrants, in addition to 
Lawrence, include Beloit Col-
lege, Ci3rroll CQllege, Carthage 
College , Northland College 
Northwestern College and Ripo~ 
College: 
The preliminary bouts will take 
place Friday, beginning at 6 p.m. 
Consolation matches will be held 
Saturday morning and the 
championship round ,will begin 
around noon. 
In its last outing, the Viking 
, wrestling squad, under coach 
Rich Agness ·, instructor in 
· physical education, finished 
second in the Lawrence Tour-
- nament tallying 77 points com-
pared ,with champion Madison 
Tech 's 104. Three Vikings, Lloyd 
Nordstrom , '76, 190; ·Tom· 
Hughes , '77,177 ; and Tom Meyer 
'79, 134, captured firsts. Nord~ 
strom also was voted top wrestler 
of the meet by the participating--
coaches . ' ·-
Agness feels the Invitational 
will be a close meet. "We've 
wrestled Carroll, Carthage and 
Ripon earlier this year, and they 
~II are good teams," he said. 
Northland also has a good 
squad." 
· The Lawrence Invitational will 
b~ ~he last competition for .the 
V1kmgs before the Midwest 
Conference meet ·at Cornell 27-28 
February. 
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